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Kedoshim 5776- Second Chances 
 

 In this week’s parsha Hashem instructs 

Moshe to tell the Jewish people about the 

prohibition of handing over one’s children to 

the idol known as Molech. Rashi (as explained 

by the Sifsai Chachamim) in his comment to 

the words “V’el bnai Yisrael toemar” is 

puzzled as to the necessity of telling this to the 

Yidden, since in last week’s parsha the very 

same prohibition had already been declared. 

Says Rashi “Onshin al Ha’azhoros” -” 

Punishment for the sin”. In other words, the 

first mention of the avaira (in last week’s 

parsha) was just to inform the Yidden of the 

actual prohibition. This week’s declaration, 

however, reveals what type of punishment 

would be meted out for violation of this Avairah. As the passuk says “Mos yumas, am ha’aretz 

yirgemuhu ba’aven” - “He will surely die, the landsmen will stone him” (Vayikra, 20:2). 
 Perhaps we can offer another understanding of what may have been bothering Rashi which 

will unfold into a major philosophical principle of Yiddishkiet.  
 When the Torah here presents the prohibition and its punishment, Hashem begins by saying 

the following to Moshe: “V’el bnai Yisrael toemar”- “And you shall say to the Bnai Yisrael....” 

(ibid.) This is an unusual terminology, for normally Hashem says “Dabair el Bnai Yisrael” - 

“Speak to the Bnai Yisrael” (My database program professes that Hashem does so 27 times in the 

Torah. 27 being the amount of letters in Aleph-Bais [including end letters] which of course 

corresponds to the 27 words in the bracha of refa’ainu in Amidah. In other words, if we want 

health, then we must listen to the Torah made up of 27 letters (Siddur Rokayach). Similarly, if we 

heed the commandments of Hashem which were transmitted classically through the 27 Dabair el 

Bnai Yisrael's one will stand a supreme chance of having good health.)  
 This is what is bothering Rashi: Why does Hashem use a different introduction than He 

does in most other places? And this question is magnified because Hashem here is instructing 

Moshe to pass on to the Yidden the prohibition of Molech idol-worship and the punishment of 

death that comes with it. Hardly a lullaby. And yet, instead of using the more severe verb for 

speech (dabair) which would have been absolutely appropriate for such content, He tells Moshe 

“toemar” -  “say” which has connotations of softness and pleasantness (see Rashi to Shmos, 19:3).  
 Says Rashi, “Onshin al Ha’azhoros”. The fact that Hashem in this passuk is talking about 

punishment answers both questions You see, one has to wonder how must a Yid look at a 

punishment from G-d, a tragedy or a gift? Well, unlike other societies wherepunishments are either 

a deterrent or a way to rid the world of a menace, Yidden believe that the objective of punishment 

is to facilitate a forgiveness for the sin and a cleansing process for the sinner. This is truly a gift. 

For imagine if Hashem would not grant forgiveness. Man, in a moment of weakness would sin, 

and would immediately be overcome with remorse. This would quickly turn into grief with the 

knowledge that he has stained his neshama for eternity. But forgiveness does exist, and for the 

Molech idol worshipper Hashem says death is his cleansing and his relief.  



 In last week’s parsha Hashem had told Bnai Yisrael about the awful sin of Molech worship, 

and at the time did not offer any rehabilitative punishment. Now that’s severe, for sure a time for 

dabair. Here, however, Hashem offers spiritual rapprochement by revealing a penalty of death. 

And to guide us that we should look at a revelation of a punishment as a kindness, Hashem changes 

his usual wording of dabair and goes with the softer tone of toemar signifying that any and every 

onesh truly softens the blow of sin.  
 Still, there is only one thing left to clear up, and that is why was Molech and its punishment 

of death over all other sins chosen to teach us about this concept of the gift of punishment?  
   
 The answer may be that Molech punishment has a unique twist which does not exist by 

any other sin. And that is that only if a parent hands over some of his children to Molech does the 

death penalty stand. But if he gives the idol all his children the death penalty is dropped (Sanhedrin 

64b). Why is this so? Surely the parent should still be put to death? One of the popular explanations 

given to explain this halachic phenomenon is, as we have said, that punishment brings forgiveness. 

But there is a time where the sin is so depraved, so evil, that even death is too good for him, he 

cannot be forgiven. One who hands over every single one of his children to Molech is such an evil. 

In this world he cannot wipe the slate clean, instead he must bear the weight of his actions, 

remaining spiritually stooped until he shuffles  this mortal coil. 
 So, punishment for any sin is a kappara, it is a philosophy that shapes our lives. yet it’s a 

hard thing to prove. How do we know that’s what Jewish punishment is all about? Molech, yes 

Molech is the proof. This unique law [of not killing the Molech sinner if he has given all his 

children] proves this philosophy. Therefore, it is wholly appropriate that when Hashem instructs 

Moshe with the declaration of the Molech punishment within which lies the proof, He emphasizes 

His philosophy by choosing a softer way of speaking. 
 Next time we say the bracha of “Zokaif Kefufim”- “[Hashem] straightens the bent” in the 

morning blessings, have in mind to thank Hashem that instead of having to spend life bent over 

from the unbearable weight of sin, instead we are able to become ramrod straight. For Hashem has 

softly given us a gift.  
The gift of punishment. 
   The gift of second chances. 
      The gift of three strikes yet still not out.  
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